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To

Michele Grossman



Monique Piquet returns to the concourse of early encounters 
but this time it’s to Paris – Charles de Gaulle, at Roissy. 
As usual, she prolongs the hiatus of arrival, here on the 
perforated metal bench, without the desiring or desired 
body. Still, the hosiery she wears is marketed as Wicked; it’s 
black, sheer and silky, and masks the wound on her shin and 
the early signs of blood vessel degeneration. The feet, as far 
away as the telescoped Alice’s, must pong by now like old 
Camembert inside the bottines. The terminus doesn’t feel like 
arrival. She’ll write herself back to take-off with whatever 
alights – perhaps characters to offer some diversion? 

Proper nouns flap about like fruit bats over the Yarra 
River back in Melbourne, listless, listless, nothing to hook 
onto. Zdzis Zdzis. 

She’s in the wake of many wakes attended. Bereft, cut 
loose, feeling characterless, but she knows she’s not the 
only one: the great escalators, the endless travelators, are so 
encumbered – the ashen-skinned influx of humanity. How 
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many amongst them have legitimate papers? How many will 
be made faceless, casually erased? The already written-out 
sails past – uncatchable. 

All she needs is some sort of fictional sheath – identity 
needn’t be a bunker, after all. She just needs to find some sort 
of enabling corset to keep it all together. The Wicked mesh 
may not be enough. 

It seems like she’s dying from the toes and fingers up, 
the blackness gaining hold. That shin bash will have gone 
necrotic – she told no one prior to departure. But she sneaked 
a look at the symptoms and there was the morbid pleasure 
of recognition. It has to be peripheral vascular disease. 
The image on her cigarette packet of the leg stump, tibia 
protruding from a bloody mangle, shows her future. Already 
the nerves, due to the poor oxygenation, must be damaged, 
sending contradictory signals of prickling, itching pain, and 
pleasure. Itching to be gone. The skin is atrophied. The shin 
is virtually translucent and blue veins snake there, the kind 
ancient women have. A new hairlessness is also a symptom. 
Did she know this? The skeleton creaks, osteoporotic.

The travelator rolls its smudge-tooled profiles past: at some 
level less numb this appals her; how casually all humanity 
might be effaced. But here at Roissy Airport at least her 
sheaved calves are silky, the calf muscles sitting high, the 
delicacy of the ankles to die for. Could be the late Marlene’s. 

Move on, the travelator tells her – she’s brought, as sole 
baggage, her atrophied gifts – move on and salvage what’s 
not already withered from contempt and under-use. Argh, 
the scourer-voiced tweed-and-pearl literary agent said, I 
dunno, dear, they want it told, not condensed, in argh argh argh 
inscrutable fragments. They want proper characters and they want 
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explanation. I’d stick it in a drawer, dear, and move on. Characters 
might be just clusters of words but they can give you a break 
away from the deteriorating body. As her shin throbs, she 
longs for the consolations of story with its promise of endlessly 
alternative incarnations. She can daydream her way into her 
backburner draft, one last attack on the middleclass nuclear 
family in the guise of a coming-of-age romance, with the 
proper characters her agent has asked her for. 

Two gorgeous wild young girls. (Of course, of course.) 
Sounds already like a lowbrow Angel Beigesang. Oh well, 
Angel doesn’t own the domain. It’s a road novel without the 
car: ‘Driving Lessons’. One of them has thrown away her 
birth advantages; the other is, well, on the make: Renée and 
Vivienne (of course, of course) are heading for some small 
coastal town. No, they’ve got to have wheels. She’ll give them 
an old bomb for the getaway. It’s an early 1960s Valiant station 
wagon – a stone white Regal Safari TorqueFlite – that’s it.

Their flickering tongues, their gecko lizard fingers, their 
tentative almost-touching on the foam mattress in the back. 
The heavy thigh of one, now folds over the slighter thigh of 
the other. 

There’s a yellow disk of torchlight through the salt on 
the rear window. The salt has come in handy, as has the 
mist from their breath. Sleazebag lowlife fuckwit voyeur, 
Renée says. What the…But he’ll have seen nothing. Thighs 
disentwine. One hand reaches for the tobacco pouch, pulls 
out the papers. Now there’s the spurt and flare of a match; 
a cigarette’s fluctuating glow. 

You OK? Vivienne tries. Renée’s pulled away from her 
again; as if the guy with the torch is her excuse. 
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Need some space, she says, teeth clenching the fag. 
Walk, go for a walk. 

Oh the whole scenario is a piss-weak gesture of infantile 
rebellion. Monique can already hear the critical silence. Not 
even a succès d’estime this time. She can see the pulping of 
‘Driving Lessons’ after six weeks. Gone without a whimper. 
There will have been a single review in The Brisbane Courier, 
wrapped up in the phrase: badly upholstered lesbian teen romance. 
That’s as close she’ll get to popular. 

But in one of the few parked cars facing the beach there’s 
Viv curved over her hurt. The illuminated sign over there 
Golden Beach Foodarama mocks her. marl’s is written in big 
fat letters over the bargeboard or whatever. Marl must be a 
woman with breakaway guts. 

Viv reaches for her Spirax pad, and pulls the blunt HB 
pencil from the pocket of her discarded jeans. 

OK walk the Ninety Mile Beach, Renée. From here to 
Paradise and on to Lakes Entrance, on to Bairnsdale, all 
the way to Eden for all I care. You want space. I’ll give 
you space. Give you the storm moving in, black clouds 
massing. Like the pathetic fallacy Miss Welles talked 
about at school. Have your pathetic fallacy. Or because 
you’ve got to puncture everything, take the Coke & 
Bourbon cans the campers’ve chucked in the fire; take 
the polystyrene containers in the pigface. Take the plastic 
rolling in with the shells and the spent sponges. Take 
the terns and gulls hanging exhausted on the wind. We 
watched them wheel and bank, wheel and bank. Wow, 
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look at that wingspan, I said. Feathers teeming with lice, 
you said. You’re not easily taken in, are you Renée? You 
ask me why I have to turn everything into talktalktalk…It’s 
like, you know, it’s like…

Like what? What? Oh forget it. 
And so you hang your unsaid in the air. I’ll give you 

space Renée. Give you the surf’s roar. And that high 
moaning in the she-oaks. But it’s a terrible keening, 
almost a shrieking now in the wildly flexing branches. 
For Renée to take off at nightfall with this blowing in, she 
must’ve built up some anger, some huge black rage. 

It’s got a hold of Viv inside now, squeezing her 
breathless. Like some sort of tumour forming fast, wrapping 
her lungs in its tentacles in an insistent squeeze. If she could 
breathe, she’d run; she’d hurl herself to the green-black 
wall of water, let it rip her to the horizon. Let herself be 
taken swiftly like that spent, starving seal pup they watched 
in dismay, just yesterday, panicking, drag-waddling on its 
flippers away from them. The second the seal slipped back 
into the water, black dorsal fins cut the wave, so fast, so 
intent. You always go for the worst scenario Vivienne. 

That’s Renée’s line when Viv shows her fear or her hurt. 
Yeah yeah, so easy to make the one who’s hurt look stupid. 
Sink like a stone like a boulder like a huge lead balloon the 
thick thick stupidity of her hurt.

Skid row, Monique knows: she’s already got these kids 
heading for skid row. They’re going to tear one another apart. 
Poverty and crap jobs will accelerate the ruin, to the tune of 
Tracy Chapman’s ‘Fast Car’. Oh yeah.
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It seems they don’t want – how did you call it yourself? – 
necromance, dear, the pearls-and-tweed agent will tell 
Monique Piquet; readers don’t really want such darkness, you 
know? Can Monique save these girls, let their words rescue 
the other, not compound the damage? To let the words of 
the other in – torrential rush or syllable by syllable? But their 
healthy, beautiful bodies – let the loving happen there? Why 
always words; why do you have to have your main character 
writing, Monique? Can’t you imagine anyone not being a 
writer? No it’s as if you can’t.

The more manuscripts refused, the less published; the 
more teaching she had to do, and the less she found she was 
able to say. The students want cool, confidence and glamour, 
not her, with her bitter wit, doubt-ravaged, curmudgeonly, 
and getting orn as they say. Once charismatic, they might’ve 
said, a provocatrice. Now she’s been genteelly disappeared and 
she knows this is no lamentable fate. She’s hardly the first to 
be silenced by indifference. So what? There are way too many 
writers; way too many trees pulped for high literary junk. 
Most of the earth’s people are malnourished, if not starving, 
live in wretched, polluted squalor, labour much harder than 
she does, for a pittance, if they’ve escaped indenture – and 
she’s dying from the toes and fingers up, for what? For a 
handful of wasted texts?

She’s never earned her identifications, either. Look at 
her, back when she was twenty-four. Seriously taking on 
Monsieur Stéphane Mallarmé – satiny chestnut hair falling 
to the shoulder, drooping spaniel eyes, silken-lashed. He’s 
there at his teacher’s desk, tiny behind the barricade of books. 
Below his dangling high-heeled shoes, on the tiled floor of 
this Tournon classroom, are the balled paper missiles of his 
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pupils’ contempt. They snigger at the words they’ve chalked 
on the blackboard behind him, the last line of his poem, just 
published in Le Parnasse Contemporain. 

Je suis hanté. L’azur! L’azur! L’azur! L’azur! 
They’ve written it in huge cursive letters. In a way, the 

kids are right to laugh. It looks such an affected complaint, 
verging on the melodramatic with its four exclamation marks. 
How could you ever translate that? You could hardly say: 
I’m spooked. The blue! The blue! The blue! The blue! Could you 
now? The English teacher looks again at his words, stolen 
and magnified, to see what the kids are sniggering at, and 
the more he looks, the weirder the repetition. If you look 
at the word rather than through it, it’s like an infinitisation, 
a wallpapering of azur! It says that there’s nothing behind 
the blue screen of sky that the repeated word doesn’t already 
carry – all of elsewhere is in the word. It’s the word itself 
that’s haunted – by the Medieval Latin lazzurum, from the 
Arabic, lâdjeward, itself from the Persian, lâzarward, meaning 
lapis lazuli, the precious blue stone, which in mosaics marked 
the space of the celestial, the sublime – the infinite elsewheres 
of elsewhere. Each time the word rings, in each new space, 
there are other voices, other places, other times. 

Monique lets Mallarmé take his moment of sweet revenge 
and has him turn from the blackboard to confront these 
sniggerers: So, as punishment for your disrespect I want a hundred 
lines of L’azur! L’azur! L’azur! L’azur! – and see if you don’t end 
up spooked too!

The blue screen was the limit, the frozen cumulus of grief 
from mother-loss and sister-loss and girlfriend-loss. And in 
their wake, godlessness, a disaster for the young boy who’d 
been such a fervent believer. Rien au delà. Nothing beyond. 
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That’s why the pupils’ laughter still rings cruelly a century 
and a half later. Monique is preoccupied by the teacher-poet 
who couldn’t speak English to save his life, but who went 
on to make extraordinary, alien music in his mother tongue. 

From behind that barricade of books he knotted rhyme 
to rhyme while it snowed paper balls on the tiles. This dying 
to write about not being able to write: from house to house, 
through the decades, Monique has dragged the drafts of her 
never-finished Mallarmé monograph. She’s snowed in, under 
all the failed drafts. No wonder she’s still spooked by the blue 
the blue the blue.

And while it snows paper balls, the terrible Mistral, vent de 
la démence – the idiot wind – bores down the Rhône valley, 
over the glassily black river. 

Maybe Monique fell for Thierry, a boy from the Côte 
d’Azur, because he held her close as she wept before 
Mallarmé’s house at Tournon. Then when she lay between 
the boy and Dartignan, le Professeur de Gai Savoir, she felt a 
future stirring with the darker-skinned young lover, whose 
arched back and long fingers could have cast him in L’après-
midi d’un faune. Did she want at once to live with his gayness 
and tell herself she was straight? Ah the wreckage wrought. 
She has cast some stories around aspects of this first love, 
its intimacies, its violence. But he seems to have lived on 
as a good citizen, a forthright if bad-tempered municipal 
administrator, while she’s – what – a withered old chook, on 
the clichéd trail of reminiscence in Paris. Wanting to see how 
this place pulls on those old wounds.

In the coupling with Thierry, Mallarmé’s words somehow 
became her, in her fawning to his aesthetic hauteur, in 
feigning not to see the thuggery behind the physical beauty. 
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This is the way the word becomes flesh. With Thierry she 
had a boy child, later. In a way she liked to think her baby 
Martin was Mallarmé’s child, a child of the faun and of those 
auto-erotically conjured nymphs; she liked to think he was 
the product of Mallarmé’s nightly struggles against the cruel 
muse, against the biting cold, against domesticity and poverty 
in Tournon and Avignon – as he wrote to his mate Cazalis 
of his own baby, Geneviève: This child with her hateful cries 
has made my lover flee, my glorious Hérodiade, whose name is dark 
and red as an exploded pomegranate, a grenade a-gush from the 
heart. And the young Monique, kohl-eyed feminist that she 
took herself for, slid into the skin of that murderous virgin, 
Hérodiade, for this precious prick of a ‘sterile’ genius. Indeed 
what a prig Mallarmé was at twenty-two, to sneer ici-bas a 
une odeur de cuisine – down here it reeks of the kitchen. But back 
then the line appealed to Monique’s sense of difference from 
her classmates. In his desperate rebellion against domestic 
hemming in, he became her travelling companion. Perdus, 
sans mâts, sans mâts, ni fertiles îlots… / Mais ô mon cœur entend 
le chant des matelots! Lost, no masts, no masts, nor fertile isles… / 
But hear, oh my heart, how the sailors’ song beguiles!

The Victorians were right: reading is a dangerous activity, 
giving oneself over to these accidental encounters, these far-
fetched couplings. What’s the world, after all, but a scattered 
accident, un accident épars – beyond the big bang – this crazy 
race of fragments to the end of time and then the rewind, 
when all comes rushing back to the cosmic sink-hole, the 
final pull of the nothing-beyond? 

Rien au-delà. 
Pull yourself together, they say – how could anyone 

imagine a subjective field strong enough for this rushing apart 
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not to happen? Monique takes her cues from what is at hand. 
Dartignan, le Professeur de Gai Savoir, who will collect her 
here at Charles de Gaulle airport, and whose friendship has 
survived the loss of the dark lover thirty-five years ago, said 
to his tailor, I have to look like a monsieur sérieux, a suit of classical 
elegance, therefore, a slim dark overcoat. But, in my mind, he told 
Monique, I step out in diamonds and furs, n’est-ce pas? 

For some of Monique’s colleagues, poetry, and while 
we’re at it all of so-called literary fiction, is a right-wing plot, 
effete, aristocratic nostalgia, a stepping out in diamonds and 
furs. Their scorn for the cultivation of failure, the work of 
endless patience and attentiveness, still makes her seethe with 
rage. It shakes her crumbing skeleton, here on the perforated 
metal bench. She could, just like that, become the casseur, 
the break-n-enter hard boy, the Other of the gentleman 
in diamonds and fur, envenomed and fuelled by the urban 
ugliness that is his inheritance, at the piss-soaked, syringe-
littered and badly tagged stairwells of his cité. 

Maybe the belief endures – that we women writers are just copycats, 
at best mimics, if not plagiarists. They reckon we can’t be originally 
creative because we’re reactive, reflective entities, like the moon. We 
have to steal the forms, the phrases. They say we’re not form-makers; 
that we’re preoccupied with the men’s texts. It’s only in these charged 
fields that our ersatz selves can make their encounters. We always 
take what’s going. We enter the male text and fit our bodies around 
the objects there. We become the room in which the master signs 
himself off, through the abolished bibelots of sonorous inanity. 
Ha. We take pleasure in the flux between the lines and, even in the 
most wintry and nocturnal of all poems, like Mallarmé’s Sonnet en 
X, we feel soomer is a-coomin in; ice floes melt; words dissolve. 
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We come in the sonnet celebrating the cancellation of the world; we 
come through the festive mirroring of extinction in rhyme. Before 
we’ve even become subjects of our own lives, of our own stories, we 
come rehearsing this kind of self-cancellation. Abolished bibelots of 
sonorous inanity! And how this cancelled object endures! The pytx!

Ah, so you’re for a feminist bricolage are you? The interviewer 
asked Monique on Melbourne’s RRR, back in the early 
1990s when they still picked up her work as an eccentric 
anomaly. In bricolage writing, she said, yeah, you move with the 
swarm, if you like, you’re in the flux – swarming with the words 
of others. 

Now the swarm turns to an arrowhead and, unbecoming 
her, it flies on, a pullulating mass, exhilarated, pixellated. 
That’s the pleasure – it’s unbecoming, so unbecoming. 

The skeleton in its black mesh is left behind on its bench. 
Swarm can be a leaving en masse with a newly fertilised 

queen to establish a fresh colony; it can be a body of people 
violently ejected from home, smuggled in jam-packed, 
leaking boats, in mounting foetid and faecal squalor, questing 
for shelter, in the island-continent of the south, questing for 
hospitable community. Australian rabble-rousers use the 
word swarm to dehumanise, of course. You seditious masses will 
come teeming, swarming here: cut the fingers off that might grasp at 
the ropes of rescue. Send them back to sea and cut ’em loose in their 
stinking leaking hulls. 

No. Down here has a stench far worse than any devil’s 
kitchen, Monsieur Mallarmé. 

Monique will let them swarm through the next draft, 
let other stories hijack hers. Swarming, she might break out 
of old configurations, form different silhouettes along her 
flight path. 
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What’s that frantic susurration?
Oh, that’s the noise of stories poems songs being lifted 

everywhere. 
Swarming is the loss of self, the pleasure suicide: she can 

shoot, pure vector, into the cauldron eye of morning, like 
Plath’s poem riding Sylvia riding Ariel, now riding without 
harness without a name, like Kafka wishing to be a Red 
Indian and finally – 

    o bliss, just flying –

But here he is at last, making his way between the travellers, 
Dartagnan, Professeur de Gai Savoir, fedora brim at a tilt to 
the dear aquiline profile, the gloved palms open in welcome – 
ah! – and the slimline dark overcoat of the monsieur sérieux. Still, 
Monique catches the glint of diamonds in his eye and detects 
in the flared nostril a fantasy of musky furs. He summons the 
i-swarm to a momentary configuration, and hums ‘La Dame 
Brune’. Thus the ghost of the chanteuse, Barbara, whom he 
knows she’s always loved, accompanies them, as arm-in-arm 
they pick their way across the concourse, strangely agile in 
this tandem ambulation. Calling Monique La Dame Brune, 
Dartagnan also lets her become what she will, what escapes 
any identikit. Maybe, as this cruising question, she’ll be able 
to circulate in his city now. 

On the second night in Paris she does step out, the Wicked 
mesh masking the ruination at work, into the Rue de la 
Convention, running through Montparnasse to the Pont 
Mirabeau. In some instinctive way she wants to pay homage 
to Paul Celan, who they say leapt to his death from this bridge. 
Celan furthered Mallarmé’s extreme experiments, moving 
towards a poetry that can maroon the reader in heart-gripping 
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stretches of silence, in which you suspend breath to listen for 
the faintest, tentative, stuttering interrogation, rising from 
the language rubble, in the wake of catastrophic crimes. The 
intimate ‘you’ that lyric poetry addresses, is not necessarily 
there any more at the end of the dark, narrowing passages 
‘I’ crawl along. ‘I’ itself is close to going under. Monstrous, 
compound words are knitted together to parody the wilful 
amnesia of fellow language speakers, an amnesia, which grows, 
like the grass at Buchenwald, over the evidence of genocide. 

That was poetry to counter fluency and eloquence, poetry 
utterly interruptive of chanting forgetfulness. Celan defied 
with magnificent courage Adorno’s injunction that to write 
poetry after the Holocaust was barbaric, Monique used to 
tell her students. One or two were always moved; the rest 
perplexed or indifferent. As she moves along Rue de la 
Convention she recalls a trivial but derisory criticism levelled 
at a poet cherished by Celan, Guillaume Apollinaire, the 
endlessly inventive lyricist who found ways of interrupting 
the captivations of song with his montage of magpie thievings, 
in turn poignant, comic, ribald. 

Sous le Pont Mirabeau coule la Seine

Et nos amours,

Faut-il qu’il m’en souvienne

La joie venait toujours après la peine

Under the Pont Mirabeau flows the Seine

And our loves,

Must I recall again

Joy always in the wake of pain
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But the Seine doesn’t flow, Michel Serres writes – it’s 
turbulent. 

What can she say to that?

Then, at Monique’s side, there’s a man in black hoodie, dark 
jeans and runners. He adopts the pace of her halting walk as if 
it were the most natural thing in the world. In the penumbra 
he looks unshaven, broad at the cheekbones, perhaps a little 
alcoholically puffy, but the lips poised to speak are drawn 
with delicacy, she notices. 

Oh not now, Death, please. I’ve got unfinished business…
At least, if he has a scythe, thank god it’s hidden. His eyes 
are brown and grave.

Excusez-moi, Madame, I could help but see…You looked, how 
to say it, very sad. You are on your own? 

Don’t make assumptions, Monsieur. And don’t ‘Pretty 
Woman’ me.

Monique cautions herself to say no more for the moment; 
she can always make up a husband etc., if necessary, later. 
Well, Dartignan could have been her husband; it would’ve 
been an elective affinity all right. 

Do you mind if I walk with you? Or perhaps you would 
like to come up my hotel room? I live just back there, in the Rue 
de Vouillé. 

The footpath is, how to put it, free public space, Monique says. 
If you insist on walking alongside, I guess I can’t protest. The other 
suggestion I will not respond to. What kind of proposition 
is this; a woman of my age? It would serve you right if, 
undressing, I left my gangrenous toes in my bottines.

They pass the Gâteau Battu Boulangerie et Pâtisserie and 
she mouths the name, Gâteau Battu.




